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NZ native

ACAENA CAESIIGLAUCA Intense blue-grey leaves which darken in winter. 
Spreading plant suitable for sun or part shade and dry 
soil conditions.Trim seed heads before mature to keep 
foliage fresh..

1.5L 0018524143974 $16.50

ACAENA INERMIS 
PURPUREA

Quick growing groundcover with ferny foliage in 
beautiful shades of purple to bronze. Red seed heads 
produced in summer. Prefers sunny, well drained 
position

1.5L 0018524143981 $16.50

ACIPHYLLA AUREA (Golden Spaniard) Stiff pungent leaves with large 
golden flower heads up to 75 cm long appearing in 
summer. Open sunny position required. Very hardy.

2.5L 0018524151603 $16.90

AGATHIS AUSTRALIS (Kauri) During early years kauri trees have upright 
habit of growth and distinctive bronze foliage, which 
turns green as tree matures. Requires shelter and 
protection from frost and drought.

6.5

6.5

35L

0018524013093

0018524159548 $29.90

0018524141086 $279.90

ALECTRYON EXCELSUS (Titoki / NZ Oak) Fine spreading tree with large shiny 
leaves. Sprays of rusty flowers in early summer are 
followed by scarlet fleshy berries. Good specimen tree 
in well drained soil.Protect from frost.

3.3 0018524214995 $26.90

ANAPHALIOIDES 
BELLIDIODES

Perennial with 'everlasting' flowers of silvery white. 
Leaves are silvery-grey and woolly. Summer flowering. 
Requires moisture and either sun or part shade.

0018524233132 $16.50

ARISTOTELIA KINGSLEY 
BUTLER

Shapely, compact evergreen NZ native shrub. Full sun 
to part shade preferrs well drained soil. Frost hardy.

6.5 0018524155908 $23.90

ARISTOTELIA SERRATA Makomko, Wineberry) A handsome NZ native, deeply 
serrated green leaves with purple margins. Fast 
growing, shelter or background planting.

5 0018524155939 $19.90

ARTHROPODIUM 
CIRRHATUM MATAPOURI 
BAY

(Reinga Reinga lily) Attractive form with larger flower 
heads and broader leaves that have a distinct bluish 
hue. Hardy plant which tolerates coastal conditions. 
Prefers some shade.

5 0018524166508 $19.50

ASPLENIUM BULBIFERUM (Hen and Chicken Fern) A beautiful NZ native fern with 
long recurving fronds. Easy to grow and looks best in a 
mass planting beneath trees.

1.5L 0018524191708 $28.90

ASTELIA CHATHAMICA 
SILVER SPEAR

Large Chatham Island species. Silver-green leaves 
with a metallic sheen. Spring flowers are white and 
fragrant and are followed by orange berries. Will grow 
to large plant with great architectural merit.

2.5L 0018524151719 $23.90

ASTELIA FRAGRANS Flax like plant excellent for damp shady areas. Spikes 
of orange berries in autumn. Very hardy.

5 0018524154987 $22.50

ASTELIA NERVOSA Flax-like plant with attractive foliage used in floral work. 
Sweet scented long stem of flowers occur in Oct - Jan 
and orange fruit takes one year to ripen. Hardy.

2L 0018524124768 $23.90

ASTELIA NERVOSA 
ALPINE RUBY

A colourful foliage plant with long arching ruby red 
leaves and silvery reverse. Forms a low compact 
clump. Plant in sun or partial shade. Good drainage is 
essential. Hardy. PVR

2L 0018524154994 $28.90

ASTELIA NERVOSA 
WESTLAND

(NZ Native Plant) Dense clump-forming perennial with 
attractive grey-purple flax-like foliage. Requires open, 
well-drained site. Good in containers. Hardy.

2L 0018524128032 $23.90
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ASTELIA NIVICOLA A small flax-like plant, extremely hardy in most 
conditions. Ideal for rock garden. Variation in leaf 
colour from bronze to silvery green. Easily grown in 
sun or shade, tolerate dry soils.

2L 0018524154970 $23.90

ASTELIA RED REBEL Attractive NZ native plant with reddish bronze leaves 
which turn rich claret red in winter. Suitable for 
rockeries, containers or mass plantings. Grows best in 
sunny well drained position.

2L 0018524120135 $23.90

AUSTRODERIA 
RICHARDII

(South Island Toe Toe) SYN Cortaderia richardii) 
Hardy grass with graceful cream coloured plumes from 
mid December to January. Suits most soil types, full 
sun.

5

5

0018524120357 $20.90

0018524205924 $20.90

AUSTRODERIA TOE TOE North island toe toe.Tall strappy leaves with graceful 
cream coloured plumes from mid December to 
January. Suits most soil types, full sun. Hardy.

2.5L 0018524219891 $19.90

BEILSCHMIEDIA TARAIRI (Tararire)   A beautiul specimen tree with bold 
handsome foliage and large purple fruit. Prefers good 
soil . Protect from heavy frost.

3.3 0018524158626 $21.90

BLECHNUM DISCOLOR ( Piupiu, Crown Fern ) Forms crowns of semi-upright 
fronds on short trunks. Likes a cool shaded spot. Plant 
several together for a bold effect. Hardy.

10CM

1.5L

0018524157612 $17.90

0018524223546 $28.90

BLECHNUM FLUVIATILE Distinguished by its dark green fronds which grow 
more or less horizontally from the crown.Easily grown 
in a moist and shady postion.

2.5L 0018524228046 $23.90

BLECHNUM MINUS NZ native fern which forms a very bushy clump.Thrives 
in wet soils and on creek banks where it tolerates 
partial sun.Cold hardy plant with attractive pink new 
fronds.

1.5L 0018524223553 $25.90

BLECHNUM NOVAE-
ZELANDIAE

Attractive creeping fern with drooping fronds which 
grow quite long. Will tolerate shade or open areas. 
Hardy.

2.5L 0018524228053 $23.90

BLECHNUM 
PENNAMARINA

Attractive creeping fern, easy to grown in open or semi-
shaded positions with reasonable moisture.  Ladder-
like fronds. Hardy.

2L

1.5L

0018524222389 $20.90

0018524238304 $28.90

BRACHYGLOTTIS 
COMPACTA

Syn. Senecio compactus. Compact small shrub with 
grey-green leaves, densely felted beneath with pure 
white hair. Yellow flowers in summer.  Very hardy and 
suitable for coastal planting.

2.5L 0018524162111 $19.50

0018524251921 $22.90

BRACHYGLOTTIS GREYII Yellow daisy-like flowers from early to mid summer. 
Attractive grey foliage. A tough adaptable native with 
spreading habit ideal for coastal areas. Trim back after 
flowering.

8 0018524251938 $24.90

BRACHYGLOTTIS 
MONROI

NZ native of compact spreading growth with grey felted 
leaves. Yellow daisy flowers. Good for exposed coastal 
conditions.

5 0018524161411 $20.90

CAREX COMANS BRONZE Red brown tussock with fine shiny leaves. Effective 
planting in groups where a tough plant is needed. 
Tolerates damp and salty conditions.

5 0018524145794 $19.50

CAREX DISPACEA A densely tufted grass of light green colouring,ideal for 
planting amongst contrasting coloured 
grasses.Suitable for damp conditions.

5 0018524120142 $19.50

CAREX TESTACEA A densely tufted plant with arching, rather wide 
spreading foliage. Colour varies from light brownish 
green to golden brown. Very hardy.

ep

5

0018524233774 $19.90

0018524120159 $19.90

CAREX TRIFIDA (Chatham Island Sedge)Hardy plant with interesting 
blue-green foliage and conspicuous large flower spikes.

5 0018524145787 $19.90

CAREX TRIFIDA REKOHU 
SUNRISE

Hardy plant from Chatham Islands. Stout habit with 
numerous plump brown flower spikes and medium to 
wide blue-green and cream variegated leaves. Coastal 
planting, dry banks or pots.

5 0018524145855 $22.90
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CARMICHAELIA 
ODORATA

A spreading much branched shrub, will grow in very 
hard conditions. Small scented mauve flowers are 
formed along the branches during summer.

5 0018524156059 $21.90

CARPODETUS 
SERRATUS

(Putaputawheta or Marble Leaf)      Pale greyish white 
bark. Dark green leaves with light marbling on surface. 
Juvenile plant has small leaves. Masses of small white 
flowers cover tree. Very hardy and reasonably quick 
growing.

5

5

25L

0018524140973 $19.90

0018524217316 $49.90

0018524236171 $199.90

CHIONOCHLOA 
CONSPICUA

Large tussock found throughout NZ Flower panicles 
from Nov - January. Very hardy.

1.5L 0018524239431 $16.50

CHIONOCHLOA 
FLAVICANS

(Dwarf Toi Toi) Forms a dense clump with bright green 
slender, weeping leaves. Plumes of greenish-yellow 
flowers hang from the tips of metre long stems during 
summer. Very hardy.

1.5L 0018524145879 $16.50

CHIONOCHLOA RIGIDA Snow tussock -Tall and stout tussock, usually tawny 
green or golden colour. Flowering stems up to 1.5 
long. Very hardy and tolerant of dry conditions when 
established.

5 0018524123389 $20.90

CHIONOCHLOA RUBRA (red Tussock) A graceful tussock from Fiordland. 
Suitable for windy sites. Prefers open and moist soil 
conditions. Very hardy.

5 0018524120296 $20.90

CLIANTHUS MAXIMUS NZ native Red  kaka beak with wonderful pendulous 
large red flowers in spring and summer. Larger , more 
shiny leaves than puniceus.Plant in sunny, well-drained 
site.Prune after flowering.

5 0018524178259 $21.90

CLIANTHUS PUNICEUS 
ALBUS

(White Kaka Beak) A vigorous semi-evergreen 
medium sized shrub with curious white claw shaped 
flowers in spring. Prune after flowering.

5 0018524128681 $21.90

CLIANTHUS PUNICEUS 
FLAMINGO

(Pink Kaka Beak)Fast growing, mainly evergreen 
native shrub with pink pea-shaped flowers. Suits a well-
drained site in full sun protected from heavy frosts. 
Prune after flowering.

5 0018524128698 $21.90

COPROSMA ACEROSA (Sand Coprosma) Low growing shrub with flexible 
orange brown branches. An excellent plant for coastal 
areas and hot dry conditions

5 0018524188708 $19.90

COPROSMA ACEROSA 
RED ROCKS

Excellent rugged shrub which forms a tight tangled 
mound of dark reddish brown. Good for sunny 
situations. Will withstand salty winds and moderate 
frosts.

5 0018524154130 $18.50

COPROSMA BLACK 
CLOUD

Attractive shrub with stunning ebony black foliage all 
year round.Compact habit. Will grow in full sun or 
shade.Hardy.

5 0018524154147 $18.50

COPROSMA BLACK 
VELVET

Large bronze-black glossy leaves .Tolerates 
drought,coastal winds,sun and shade.Protect from 
heavy frost.

2.4 0018524164702 $23.50

COPROSMA 
CRASSIFOLIA

A stiffly branched tight shrub with small round dark 
green leaves. Versatile growing in coastal and inland 
positions. Prefers dry conditions and full sun.

5 0018524209748 $20.90

COPROSMA EVENING 
GLOW

Bright foliage with red and deep orange colours in 
Winter which give way to lighter yellows and oranges in 
Spring and Summer. A very attractive contrast plant for 
the native garden. Protect from heavy frosts.

2.4 0018524154246 $23.50

COPROSMA FLAT 
FREDDY

(brunnea x kirkii hybrid)   Ideal low growing 
groundcover plant, that prefers well drained sunny 
site.  Hardy to frost and wind.

1.5L

5

0018524248167 $14.50

0018524189033 $18.50

COPROSMA HOT 
CHOCOLATE

Attractive shrub with shiny dark chocolate brown 
leaves. Prefers some sun and well drained position. 
Can be trimmed. Protect from heavy frost.

5 0018524255882 $21.90
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COPROSMA IGNITE Bright red variegated foliage in Summer deepens to 
dark red burgundy in winter. Prefers full sun or part 
shade in well drained soil. PVR

2.4 0018524244046 $23.50

COPROSMA LEMON AND 
LIME

Lime green and bright yellow foliage with touches of 
orange. Prefers full sun and well drained soils. Protect 
from heavy frost. Suitable for coastal planting and in 
containers.

2.5L 0018524212694 $22.90

COPROSMA LUCIDA Large glossy green leaves. Orange drupes produced in 
autumn. Good shelter plant. Protect from heavy frost.

5 0018524212779 $17.50

COPROSMA 
MANGATANGI

Delightful divaricating ground cover native with 
colourful foliage. Slow growing with best colour when 
planted in full sun. Hardy.

5 0018524154086 $19.50

COPROSMA PACIFIC 
SUNRISE

A striking Coprosma with glossy, wave-shaped leaves 
that are chocolate brown with pink highlights. Good for 
containers. Prefers full sun and well drained soil. 
Protect from heavy frosts. PVR

0018524177306 $23.90

COPROSMA PROPINQUA Very hardy shrub with small leaves usually in clusters. 
Grows in heavy wet soil. Blue drupes in summer.

5 0018524154048 $21.50

COPROSMA PROSTRATA 
KIWI GOLD

A prostrate groundcover, ideal for walls and rock 
gardens. Small shiny green leaves with bright yellow 
gold edges. Forms a dense mat. Tolerates drought 
and heat once established.

5 0018524154079 $19.90

COPROSMA REPENS 
MARGARITA

A shiny leaf with citron tones with rich deep amber 
colour through cooler months. Prefers full sun and well 
drained position. Protect from heavier frosts.

2.4 0018524157537 $23.50

COPROSMA REPENS 
PROSTRATA

Protrate form of Taupata. Shiny deep green leaves on 
low growing plant. Best suited to coastal conditions 
and well drained . Good for banks in windy position 
and light frost only.

5 0018524154093 $17.50

COPROSMA 
RHAMNOIDES

A small, spreading variety with interlacing rust coloured 
branches. Small flowers appear in September/October 
followed by red drupes which turn deep red or black. 
Very hardy

5 0018524209755 $19.50

COPROSMA RUGOSA A compact, upright shrub. Attractive orange/chocolate 
brown interlaced foliage. Blue berries in autumn. Great 
for dry areas. Evergreen. Very hardy, found in 
subalpine areas.

5 0018524212786 $17.50

COPROSMA RUGOSA 
CLEARWATER GOLD

Rugosa type. Twiggy growth with an orange/gold 
effect. Great for coastal planting. Very Hardy.

5 0018524189996 $21.90

COPROSMA RUGOSA 
LOBSTER

Distinctive orange-red new growth which becomes 
brighter in winter.Low maintenance plant that suits 
most soil types, in full sun or part shade. A good 
choice for coastal planting.Very hardy.

5 0018524151726 $21.90

COPROSMA RUGOSA 
MIDNIGHT

Deep purplish-bronze foliage on a twiggy, upright, 
compact plant. Attractive architectural plant which acan 
be trimmed. Very Hardy.

5 0018524154031 $22.90

COPROSMA SCARLET 
O'HARA

Bold foliage in stunning red which features deep brown 
to black centre of the leaves. Great in pots. Easy care, 
prefers full sun and well drained soil. Protect from 
heavy frost.

2.4 0018524154154 $23.50

COPROSMA TAIKO Cushion mound of intertwining branchlets coloured 
dark green. Vigorous groundcover.Tolerant of poor dry 
sandy conditons.Very hardy.

5 0018524169912 $21.90

COPROSMA TAYLORII A very hardy New Zealand native shrub with small grey 
green leaves. Grows in very exposed places, creating 
a distinctive form. Requires good drainage, ideal tub 
plant.

2L 0018524209762 $19.50
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COPROSMA TEQUILA 
SUNRISE

Features a range of vibrant foliage colours, changing 
from lime green and yellow in spring through to orange 
and burgundy in winter. Thrives in full sun.but okay in 
some shade.Protect from frost while young

2.4 0018524212700 $22.90

COPROSMA X KIRKII A hardy prostrate NZ native, vigorous growing and 
ideal to cover dry banks and areas with some foot 
traffic.

5 0018524144001 $19.50

COPROSMA X KIRKII 
VARIEGATA

An excellent spreading variegated shrub suitable for 
banks and coastal conditions. Hardy.

5 0018524144018 $18.50

CORDYLINE AUSTRALIS (Cabbage Tree)Impressive tree with palm-like 
appearance and creamy white scented flowers in 
summer. Ideal for structural planting and containers. 
Sunny, well-drained site preferred. Very hardy.

6.5

12

35L

0018524144025 $21.50

0018524154024 $47.90

0018524141390 $249.90

CORDYLINE AUSTRALIS 
ALBERTII

An attractive cultivar with cream and green foliage with 
a pink mid-rib. Despite the tropical appearance it is 
hardy and easy to grow in most soils.

3.3 0018524207942 $29.90

CORDYLINE AUSTRALIS 
BURGUNDY SPIRE

Upright plant which has glossy deep burgundy, long 
narrow leaves. Provides strong architectural focus in 
garden. Suitable for container. Full sun or part shade. 
Very hardy.

1.5L 0018524198837 $28.90

CORDYLINE AUSTRALIS 
RED STAR

Wonderful new selection bred from Cordyline australis. 
Deep velvet red foliage.Hardy .Prefers full sun but 
tolerates shady positions.Suitable for garden or in a 
container.

4.5

T

0018524250436 $25.90

0018524156271 $64.90

CORDYLINE BANKSII 
ELECTRIC FLASH

Clumping plant with choclate and cream variegated, 
slightly arching leaves.  Hardy, prefers full sun to part 
shade.

2.5L 0018524156172 $26.90

CORDYLINE BANKSII 
ELECTRIC PINK

A striking new cordyline with brightly coloured pink and 
burgundy striped leaves. A great architectural plant 
which looks great in a container. Prefers full sun or 
part shade in well drained soil.

0018524186995 $26.90

CORDYLINE BANKSII 
LIME FOUNTAIN

A compact clumping corydline with glossy lime green 
foliage. Ideal planted in pots. Prefers full sun or partial 
shade. Hardy.

0018524247641

CORDYLINE BANKSII 
RED FOUNTAIN

Lovely brilliant fine red foliage, flax-like in shape. After 
two to three years it produces cabbage tree flowers 
which are creamy-white and fragrant.

0018524154239 $29.90

CORDYLINE 
BROADSWORD

A superb new native which is a cross between 
C.Kaspar and C. Australis. A compact habit with sword-
like green leaves, ideal for containers. Prefers full sun 
and protection from heavy frosts.

2.5L 0018524243650 $22.90

CORDYLINE INDIVISA (Mountain Cabbage Tree) For architectural planting 
this wide leaved native palm makes rapid growth. 
Flowers creamy-lilac. Prefers a sheltered position in 
full sun/part shade in well drained soil.

17cm 0018524241427 $34.90

COROKIA BRONZE KING Small bronze and green leaves turning a deep bronze 
in winter. Very twiggy branches and starry yellow 
flowers . Excellent for coastal planting and hedging.

0018524155557 $21.90

COROKIA COTONEASTER A rigid densely branched shrub. Bright yellow flowers 
followed by yellow orange or red berries in autumn. 
Hardy. Prefers some sun.

5 0018524143462 $21.96

COROKIA 
COTONEASTER 
GEENTYS GHOST

Selected for its classic silver grey foliage. Extremely 
tolerant of dry and exposed conditions including salt 
winds. Can be trimmed as topiary or hedge.

0018524202077 $20.90

COROKIA 
COTONEASTER LITTLE 
PRINCE

Compact twiggy dwarf shrub with bronzy purple 
foliage. Very hardy. Can be trimmed into hedge.

5 0018524155496 $19.90
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COROKIA PIPSQUEAK Bushy shrub with small green leaves. Produces small 
starry yellow flowers in summer followed by  yellow 
berries.Full sun or part shade and tolerant of wind, 
coastal conditions and dry once established. Makes 
great small hedge.

0018524155526 $21.90

COROKIA X VIRGATA  
GEENTYS GREEN

Compact, upright plant with large glaucous green, oval 
leaves. Very hardy to poor soils and wind. Suitable for 
hedging.

0018524173018 $89.90

COROKIA X VIRGATA 
BRONZE KNIGHT

Upright growing native with dark bronze foliage and 
silvery underneath.  Great for hedging. Wind resistant.

5 0018524128704 $19.90

COROKIA X VIRGATA 
FROSTED CHOCOLATE

Very hardy shrub with bronze chocolate foliage and 
frosted reverse side of leaf. Orange-red berries in 
autumn.

5 0018524155533 $21.90

COROKIA X VIRGATA 
RED WONDER

Extremely hardy coastal shrubs with dense twiggy 
branches and starry yellow flowers. Red berries.

0018524144179 $19.50

COROKIA X VIRGATA 
SUNSPLASH

A medium shrub with green leaves margined gold. 
Compact. Full sun or part shade. Has small red berries 
that are attractive to birds.

5 0018524155519 $21.90

COROKIA X VIRGATA 
YELLOW WONDER

Extremely hardy coastal shrub with dense twiggy 
branches Yellow starry flowers followed by yellow 
berries.

0018524144162 $21.90

CORYNOCARPUS 
LAEVIGATUS

(Indoor Plant Karaka) Excellent for coastal positions. 
Handsome upright tree with large polished leaves with 
orange fruits in autumn resembling a plum. Protect 
from heavy frosts.

6l

25L

0018524159074 $36.90

0018524161916 $59.90

0018524161923 $149.90

CYATHEA DEALBATA (NZ SILVER FERN)  Beautiful fern with silvery 
undersides. Protect from wind and heavy frost. Well 
drained situation required. Tall and slow-growing - 
suitable for small gardens. NZ national emblem

0018524204507 $69.90

DACRYCARPUS 
DACRYDIOIDES

(KAHIKATEA,WHITE PINE) Juvenile state persists for 
many years. When mature it is a fine specimen tree 
that has dark green leaves arranged around 
branchlets. Moist situation. Hardy.

60L 0018524141314 $299.90

DACRYDIUM 
CUPRESSINUM

(Rimu)A graceful native with conical shape and 
cascading branches of light green cordlike branchlets 
to ground level. Hardy to cold but needs some shelter 
from strong or salt winds.

12 0018524253628 $49.90

DIANELLA NIGRA Shiny, dark green upper leaf with slightly rough edges. 
Forms close growing clumps. Pretty star-shaped light 
blue flowers in spring followed by masses of shiny dark 
blue berries.

2L 0018524255899 $20.90

DICKSONIA FIBROSA (WHEKI / PONGA) NZ native tree fern which grows in 
both shade or open, exposed situations. Hardy and 
ideal for containers. Trunk produces up to 6m fronds.

18 0018524204484 $75.90

0018524223539 $99.90

DICKSONIA SQUARROSA WHEKI, PONGA) One of the most abundant NZ native 
tree ferns. Grows in any soil sun or shade. Protect 
from heavy frosts when young. Occasional grooming 
will maintain neatness.

28

40

35L

0018524204477 $189.90

0018524180818 $229.90

0018524137584 $279.90

DISPHYMA AUSTRALE (Horokaka.NZ native Ice Plant) Coastal plant suitable 
for dry banks .Makes attractive groundcover with 
flowers ranging from mauve pink to white from spring 
to autumn.Not suitable for inland areas.

1.5L 0018524253659 $16.90

DODONAEA VISCOSA (Green Ake Ake) Quick growing NZ shrub for warm 
and coastal areas. Useful as hedge or shelter in 
coastal and windy situation. Requires good drainage. 
Ornamental seed capsules.

3l

12

0018524250115 $18.90

0018524171113 $46.90

DODONAEA VISCOSA 
PURPUREA

(Purple Ake Ake)   A quick growing native shrub 
suitable for coastal areas. Leaves red in summer 
turning rich purple red in winter.Needs protection from 
heavy frost.

6.5

18

25L

0018524250399 $24.90

0018524155946 $54.90

0018524174909 $199.90
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DYSOXYLUM 
SPECTABILE

(Kohekohe) Distinctive round headed tree with glossy 
green leaves and cylindrical trunk. Most striking feature 
are the flowers which are drooping white and waxy on 
the bare branches in early winter.

3.5 0018524163255 $26.90

ENTELEA ARBORESCENS (Whau)   Distinctive, small, NZ native tree with large 
leaves and bristly seed capsules. White flowers 
abundant in early summer. Fast growing in good soil 
and rather sheltered position. Protect from frost.

6.5 0018524244497 $23.90

FICINIA SPIRALIS 
(PINGAO)

(Pingao) NZ sand sedge forming thick clumps on 
sandhills along the coast .Good for stabilization .Has 
green bronze spear like leaves .Requires a sandy well 
drained soil and partly buried.Hardy.

2L 0018524240024 $19.90

FUCHSIA EXCORTICATA (NZ Tree Fuchsia) Hardy small tree with attractive 
papery bark hanging from trunk. Small blue and cream 
flowers. Good in damp shady positions.

5 0018524165990 $19.90

FUSCOCARPUS 
CLIFFORTIOIDES

Syn. Nothofagus NZ Mountatin Beech) Elegant small 
to medium sized fast growing tree

35L 0018524248709 $249.90

FUSCOPORA  SOLANDRI ( NZ Black Beech)  Tall, slender, very attractive tree 
with ascending fanlike branches. Hardy.

5

5

35L

60L

0018524151801 $20.90

0018524143660 $42.90

0018524141116 $259.90

0018524194952 $299.90

FUSCOPORA FUSCA (Formally Nothofagus fusca , Red Beech) Small 
bronzy-red leaves make this tree excellent for 
decorative work.Has erect habit and is suited to inland 
conditions. It dislikes salt winds.

3.3

12

35L

35L

0018524239301 $23.90

0018524226967 $49.90

0018524141000 $229.90

0018524141208 $269.90

GRISELINIA ARDMORE 
EMERALD

A popular, darker green broadleaf form with glossy 
emerald green leaves. Forms a very dense shrub 
which can be clipped into many forms. Ideal for 
hedging and screening. Tolerates coastal situations. 
Very hardy.

18 0018524233248 $49.90

GRISELINIA LITTORALIS (Kapuka, NZ Broadleaf)Handsome hardy shrub with 
shiny broad, mid-green leaves. Tolerant of coastal 
planting. Free draining soil preferred. Hardy.Good for 
hedging.

5

12

0018524151733 $20.90

0018524128728 $44.90

GRISELINIA LITTORALIS 
BROADWAY MINT

(NZ Broadleaf)  An attractive dense bushy tree with 
deep green foliage, thick and very shiny. Hardy and 
suitable for coastal planting.Suitable for hedging .

1.5L

18

0018524234108 $19.90

0018524233231 $49.90

GRISELINIA LITTORALIS 
COBB

A selection of broadleaf from the Cobb Valley . Stems 
are orange to red with glossy green leafs. Ideal for 
screening and hedging. Hardy.

5 0018524234733 $20.90

GRISELINIA LITTORALIS 
DAIRY CREAM

A colourful New Zealand native broadleaf with rounded 
foliage of yellow and cream with irregular margin of 
forest green. Moderate vigor and bushy habit. Prefers 
semi shade.

0018524245159 $26.90

GRISELINIA LITTORALIS 
VARIEGATA

(Variegated Form of Broadleaf  )Excellent dense 
rounded shrub. Shiny green leaves irregularly blotched 
or margined gold. Suitable for sun or shade. Hardy 
coastal plant.

8

12

35L

0018524156073 $19.50

0018524240857 $36.90

0018524206464 $49.90

0018524136242 $199.90

HEBE ALLANII Low growing Hebe with white flowers in November to 
January. Hairy grey leaves with red margins. Hardy 
when planted in a sunny well-drained site.

6.5 0018524155236 $21.50

HEBE ANNULATA A dwarf compact whipcord Hebe which makes a  bright 
green mound. Hardy, suitable for coastal conditions.

0018524155410 $22.50

HEBE BALDKNOB RIDGE An interesting Hebe from Nelson with prostrate habit 
and fleshy, apple-green foliage with small white 
flowers. Prefers full sun and moist soils.

6.5 0018524151740 $19.50

HEBE BEVERLEY HILLS A neat compact bushy shrub covered in bright violet 
blue flowers in spring. Ideal for a low-growing hedge or 
in a tub. Good coastal, sunny or semi-shade plant.

17cm 0018524258173 $24.90
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HEBE BISHOPIANA A New Zealand native which grows in a semi-prostrate 
habit with purple stems and dark green leaves. 
Lavender flower spikes in late summer.

6.5 0018524155250 $19.90

HEBE BLACK PANTHER Dark glossy foliage which is green on upper side and 
deep maroon beneath.Masses of deep purple flowers 
smother plant in summer.Plant in full sun or part 
shade.Protect from heavy frost.Suitable for coastal 
planting.

6.5 0018524168120 $19.50

HEBE BUCHANANII Low growing form with most interesting foliage. Ideal 
for rock & pebble gardens. Extremely hardy will grow 
anywhere.

6.5 0018524220767 $22.50

HEBE CHAMPAGNE Compact Hebe smothered in long racemes of soft lilac 
pink flowers in summer. Hardy to most conditions. 
Prune after flowering.

0018524155304 $21.50

HEBE CUPRESSOIDES 
NANA

Compact form of cupressoides.Bluish-green 
branchlets which resembles a cypress in appearance. 
Very hardy

0018524161428 $16.50

0018524146227 $69.90

HEBE DECUMBENS A low growing NZ native. Branches bright black. Leaf 
buds red. Flowers white. Ideal for rock gardens

5 0018524212809 $18.90

HEBE DIOSMIFOLIA Compact shrub with narrow ,glossy ,dark green 
leaves.In spring this plant smothers itself in tiny white 
to pale mauve flowers.Prefers well drained soil 
.Tolerates light frost

5 0018524229920 $18.50

HEBE EMERALD GREEN A rounded bush of bright green whipcord foliage, with 
small white flowers in summer. Nice round, compact 
habit. Hardy.

0018524203296 $17.50

0018524212434 $17.50

HEBE EVENOSA Compact neat rounded shrub with vivid green leaves. 
White flowers. Extremely hardy.

6.5 0018524164191 $22.90

HEBE ICING SUGAR A summer flowering Hebe with attractive pink and 
white flowers and compact rounded form. Prefers 
sunny site. Clip after flowering.

6.5 0018524143905 $22.50

HEBE LAVENDER LACE Compact shrub with masses of lavender flower spikes 
in winter and summer. Ideal for rockeries, borders, 
tubs, or as a small hedge.

3.5 0018524251846 $22.90

HEBE MACEWANII A dwarf shrub with glaucous foliage on purple stems. 
Pale mauve flowers in summer.Hardy.

0018524212847 $19.90

HEBE MACRANTHA Hardy bush with very large white flowers in early 
summer. Trim after flowering. Prefers sun and not too 
dry.

5 0018524155281 $20.90

HEBE MARGRET Compact shrub with bright green leaves. Very showy 
sky blue flowers from late spring into summer. Hardy.

2L 9420019045297 $20.90

HEBE MARIE 
ANTOINETTE

Low growing evergreen shrub. Flowers open cerise 
and fade to white. Narrow leaves with a dark tip. 
Tolerates light frosts and is suitable for coastal 
planting. Full or part sun.

6.5 0018524206495 $22.90

HEBE MRS WINDER Award winning, free flowering Hebe with purple foliage 
and bright blue flowers from early summer onwards. 
Plant in well-drained, sunny position.

6.5 0018524144056 $23.50

HEBE OCHRACEA JAMES 
STIRLING

Whipcord Hebe. A spreading deep bronze gold 
mound. Small white flowers in summer. Prefers full 
sun and moist conditions.

0018524155427 $19.90

HEBE ODORA BUXIFOLIA Small polished green leaves forming a rounded bush. 
White flowers.Very hardy.

0018524207935 $19.50

HEBE ODORA NANA A hardy shrub which requires open space and good 
drainage. Small white flowers in spring/late summer. 
Light trim will keep a compact form. Very good for 
windy conditions.

6.5 0018524203500 $17.90

0018524171120 $17.90

0018524256056 $23.50

HEBE ODORA 
PROSTRATA

Low to flat growing hebe with bright green foliage. 
Hardy.

5

2L

0018524166522 $22.50

0018524253901 $24.90
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HEBE OHAU Tidy plant with bright green leaves and maroon edge 
.Cerise coloured flowers in spring.Tolerates cold and 
some frost  and most soil conditions.Suitable for 
coastal conditions

0018524240017 $20.90

HEBE PAUCIRAMOSA Small rounded shrub with erect branches with dark 
foliage and white flowers. Very hardy.

6.5 0018524212823 $19.90

0018524144063 $21.90

HEBE PINGUIFOLIA A low growing shrub forming a compact dome of 
rounded mid green leaves. Starry deep purple flowers 
throughout Summer. Sunny well drained position. 
Great in containers, Hardy.

2L 0018524209779 $20.50

HEBE PINGUIFOLIA 
PAGEI

Spreading habit with blue grey leaves & white flowers 
in summer. Thrives in an open situation. Very hardy.

2L 0018524120401 $20.90

HEBE PRETTY IN PINK Stunning rich green foliage with burgundy tips which 
deepen to metallic aubergine tones in winter.Pale pink 
flowers in summer and autumn.Prefers full sun. Hardy.

2.4 0018524170468 $24.90

HEBE RED EDGE A splendid dense mounding shrub. The green-blue 
leaves sport a striking red margin with densely packed 
pink flower buds that open white. Very hardy. Plant in 
open situation.

6.5 0018524144070 $23.90

HEBE SNOWDRIFT Compact flowering shrub bearing numerous long 
spikes of snow white flowers over a long period. Hardy

0018524155328 $20.90

HEBE SPECIOSA X PRIDE Excellent coastal plant with bright blue flowers in 
summer. Withstands wind and some drought when 
established. Protect from heavy frost.

0018524212830 $20.90

HEBE SUTHERLANDII A compact hebe with silvery green foliage and white 
flowers. Nice compact shape, Hardy.

6.5 0018524143912 $20.90

HEBE TOPIARIA Small blue green leaves on a rounded bush with white 
flowers borne in clusters in spring. Compact growth. 
Prefers full sun and well drained soil.

6.5 0018524121958 $22.50

HEBE TOWNSONII Attractive rounded shrub with shiny long pointed 
leaves. Profuse pale lilac flowers. Prefers sunny 
situation.

0018524144087 $22.50

HEBE WILLIAM Upright growth habit with small deep burgundy foliage. 
Masses of pink flowers ,attractive to bees, throughout 
summer. Trim after flowering to keep plant tidy.Full sun 
or part shade.(PVR)

2.4 0018524244107 $23.50

HEBE WIRI CHARM An attractive compact growing bush with masses of 
rose purple flowers in flushes in summer and again in 
winter. Prefers an open position. Prune after flowering. 
Hardy.

6.5 0018524253987 $22.90

HEBE WIRI CLOUD Ideal for small gardens or containers. Pretty pink 
blooms in summer against golden green foliage. 
Prefers open position. Prune after flowering to 
maintain shape.

2.5L 0018524159371 $22.50

HEBE WIRI IMAGE Violet flowers on bright green foliage. Flowers Nov - 
Dec and again in the winter. Compact. Evergreen.

6.5 0018524189965 $22.90

HEBE WIRI MIST An excellent ground covering Hebe with attractive grey-
green foliage covered with white flowers in late spring. 
Prefers open position. Prune after flowering to 
maintain shape.

6.5 0018524144094 $22.90

HEBE WIRI PRINCE Glossy green leaves with bright magenta purple 
flowers 10 cm long. Popular Wiri form.

4.5

6.5

0018524240871 $21.90

0018524189972 $22.90

HEBE WIRI SPLASH Attractive golden green foliage on a compact growing 
plant. Mauve flowers in early summer.

2.4

6.5

0018524240888 $19.50

0018524209793 $23.90

HEBE X FRANCISCANA 
WAIREKA

Violet-blue flowers in large spikes during summer. The 
foliage of this Hebe is margined and overlaid cream. 
Good for brightening a dull area. Hardy

6.5 0018524206488 $22.90

HELICHRYSUM 
ARGYROPHYLLUM

A hardy ground cover with silvery grey foliage and 
straw-like everlasting golden flowers.

1.5L 0018524151764 $15.50
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HELICHRYSUM GRAEME 
PATERSON

Easy-growing native groundcover. Has paper-like daisy 
flowers in summer, tolerates dry spells and coastal 
situation. Hardy and evergreen.

0018524151702 $14.90

HELICHRYSUM SELAGO NZ native groundcover shrub, which requires well 
drained conditions. Excellent for rock garden.

1.5L 0018524155694 $21.90

HELIOHEBE RAOULII A small straggly shrub with Lilac pink/white racemes of 
flowers in Spring. Prefers alpine type conditions.

0018524162135 $17.50

HOHERIA LYALLII (Mountain Ribbonwood) A small tree with large single 
white flowers in summer. Bright green leaves, paler 
beneath and toothed.Very hardy and suitable for sun or 
shade.

0018524156080 $24.90

HOHERIA POPULNEA (Lacebark,Houhere) Beautiful small tree with small 
white scented flowers in summer. Fast growing tree, 
ideal for background or boundary planting.

35L 0018524175838 $21.90

0018524141147 $199.90

KUNZEA ERICOIDES Kanuka - Covered in masses of white flowers 
spring/summer. Very hardy small tree suitable for 
coastal conditions. Fairly resistant to manuka blight.

5 0018524121965 $21.90

KUNZEA ERICOIDES 
LITTLE FOX

NZ native plant with fresh green, weeping foliage on 
compact plant. Plant en masse for effect or ideal for 
pots.Trim to shape annually. Prefers full sun and well 
drained soil. Hardy

0018524180085 $24.90

KUNZEA ROBUSTA (Kanuka)-  Most widespread species of Kunzea. Bark  
has basally detached leathery strips and branchlets 
have silky hairs. Very hardy small tree suitable for 
coastal conditions.Has white to pink flowers from 
August. Fairly resistant to manuka blight.

0018524252430 $21.90

LEPTINELLA CALCAREA A NZ native groundcover with grey-green feathered 
foliage. small button like flowers.Prefers full sun and 
well drained soils. Frost hardy.

1.5L 0018524155458 $16.90

LEPTINELLA PLATTS 
BLACK

N Z  native groundcover suitable for shady position in 
garden or in container.Forms dense mat of fine fern 
like leaves with varying colours of green and 
black.Hardy.

1.5L 0018524168731 $16.90

LEPTOSPERMUM 
NANUM KEA

Dwarf NZ Native manuka with dark green foliage and 
large,single,pale pink flower’s In Late Winter and 
Spring. Prefers full sun or part shade with well drained 
soil.

3l 0018524245807 $24.90

LEPTOSPERMUM 
NANUM KIWI

Dwarf nz native shrub with single light red flowers in 
summer. Prefers a sunny well drained  position.

3l 0018524245791 $24.90

0018524202398 $26.90

LEPTOSPERMUM 
NANUM TUI

Single pale pink, with a dark eye, flowers in spring. 
Upright habit. Plant in well drained sunny position.

5 0018524227247 $17.90

LEPTOSPERMUM PINK 
CASCADE

(NZ Native trailing Manuka) Produces single pink 
flowers in summer. Plant in a well drained sunny 
position. Great for banks or trailing over walls.

2.5L 0018524168946 $21.90

LEPTOSPERMUM 
PRINCESS ANNE

A very pretty shrub, with stunning double-white flowers 
and a dark maroon centre. Grows well in full sun or 
part shade in well-drained soil.  Frost hardy

3l 0018524245814 $24.90

LEPTOSPERMUM RED 
FALLS

NZ Native Red Trailing Manuka) Produces single red 
flowers in summer. Plant in well drained sunny 
position. God groundcover or trailing down walls.

2.5L 0018524120425 $21.50

LEPTOSPERMUM 
SCOPARIUM

(NZ Manuaka) Hardy NZ native with clusters of white 
flowers during spring and summer. Ideal for banks or 
dryer conditions.

5 0018524152280 $21.50

LEPTOSPERMUM 
SCOPARIUM BLOSSOM

An abundance of large coral pink flowers in spring. 
Green foliage bushy habit. Plant in well drained sunny 
position.

17cm 0018524258180 $24.90

LEPTOSPERMUM 
SCOPARIUM BURGUNDY 
QUEEN

Bright red to rich burgundy flowers in spring. Red 
foliage bushy habit. Plant in well drained sunny position.

3.3 0018524152266 $19.90

0018524130004 $26.90
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LEPTOSPERMUM 
SCOPARIUM JUBILEE

Pink flowers deepening to red in summer. Red foliage 
with open habit. Plant in well drained sunny position.

0018524152259 $18.90

LEPTOSPERMUM 
SCOPARIUM MARTINII

Large single rose to red flowers in spring. Plant in well 
drained sunny position.

0018524152273 $18.90

LEPTOSPERMUM 
SCOPARIUM RED 
DAMASK

(Red flowering manuka) Double crimson/cherry red 
flowers from August through to December. A long 
flowering season. Lovely bronze foliage.Plant in well 
drained sunny position.

5 0018524152242 $19.90

LEPTOSPERMUM 
SCOPARIUM WIRI LINDA

A fantastic native manuka hybrid has masses of 
double white flowers in spring and autumn. Prefers 
sunny position with well drained soil.

6.5 0018524245722 $23.90

LEPTOSPERMUM WIRI 
JOAN

Attractive green foliage and bright red double flowers 
which remain tightly in bud over winter and open in 
early summer.

2.5L 0018524168953 $19.90

0018524245739 $23.90

LEPTOSPERMUM WIRI 
SUSAN

Abundance of large, single perfectly formed, white 
flowers in spring. Prefers a sunny situation.

2.5L 0018524128742 $19.90

LIBERTIA IXIOIDES Gold spike-like leaves and white flowers. Good rock 
garden plant. Non-suckering.

5 0018524143622 $17.90

0018524228244 $21.50

LIBERTIA IXIOIDES 
HIGHLANDER

Upright, clump-forming plant. Sword-like, green leaves 
with gold mid-rib.  Panicles of small, white iris-like 
flowers in summer, followed by yellow seed pods. 
Colour intensifies in winter.

5 0018524252188 $21.50

LIBERTIA IXIOIDES 
TAUPO SUNSET

Upright clump forming plant with orange -bronze spike 
like leaves and white iris like flowers in spring. Rich 
orange foliage in autumn and winter. Very hardy.

1.5L 0018524170802 $17.50

LIBERTIA X 
GRASSHOPPER

Perennial with green sword-like leaves .Panicles of 
white flowers abound in early summer.Ideal for both 
shade and open conditions. Prefers fertile soil. Ideal 
for mass planting.Hardy. (PVR 3089)

0018524155465 $18.50

LIBOCEDRUS BIDWILLII (Pahautea) Cone shaped small tree with rich green 
fine fern-like foliage. Very hardy to cold. Prefers moist 
semi-shady position when young.

0018524214858 $48.90

0018524210744 $139.90

LOPHOMYRTUS LITTLE 
STAR

Small leaved native shrub leaves edged red and cream 
with a light green centre. Colours become richer as 
winter cold approaches. Sun part shade. Hardy

1.5L 0018524250481 $19.90

LOPHOZONIA MENZIESII (NZ Silver Beech) Very attractive when young with 
dark green ,bluntly toothed leaves and silver trunk.In 
garden it grows into a shapely specimen.Hardy.

5 0018524252423 $22.90

MACROPIPER EXCELSUM (Kawa kawa) Shrub with spreading branches. Dark 
green clearly veined heart shaped leaves, 10cm long. 
Bears minute yellow flowers. Fruits are small, round 
orange berries.

5 0018524251785 $23.90

MELICYTUS ALPINUS (Porcupine Shrub) Low growing ,tough ,divaricating 
shrub with blunt,spiny tips to branches.Narrow oval 
leaves are thick and leathery .Small white flowers and 
white-blue berries on female plants.Suits rock or alpine 
garden.

2.5L 0018524210430 $21.90

MELICYTUS OBOVATUS  An upright, bushy shrub with small glossy green 
leaves with scented white flowers. Good on dry and 
coastal sites. Ideal for trimmed hedges, shapes and 
topiaries.

0018524198257 $18.50

METROSIDEROS 
DIFFUSA CRYSTAL 
SHOWERS

A unique sport of the Southern Climbing Rata. Lime 
green foliagesurrounded by creamy yellow margins. 
Ideal for pots, hanging baskets etc. Prefers semi-
shade and well drained soil.

1.5L 0018524178952 $19.90

METROSIDEROS 
EXCELSA MOON MAIDEN

Showy clusters of sulphur/yellow flowers in early 
Summer. Leathery leaves are bright green with white 
hairs underneath. Best in a coastal position. Protect 
from frosts.

28 0018524241823 $79.90
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METROSIDEROS 
EXCELSA VIBRANCE

(Pohutukawa) Bushy shrub with attractive shiny green 
foliage and spectacular orange-red pohutakawa 
flowers during January. Protect from frost when young. 
Plant in sunny, well-drained position.

6.5

35L

60L

0018524244510 $29.90

0018524161817 $299.90

0018524236553 $399.90

METROSIDEROS 
KERMADECENSIS 
VARIEGATA

(Variegated Kemadec Pohutukawa)  Has characteristic 
red pohutukawa flowers. Broad cream margin on 
green foliage. Ideal container plant. Extremely hardy 
on coast but shelter from frost.

0018524162005 $309.90

METROSIDEROS 
MAUNGAPIKO

(M.excelsa X m. umbellata ) A precocious flowering 
attractive hybrid of southern rata and pohutukawa, with 
glossy leaves and scarlet flowers. More frost hardy 
than excelsa. An excellent container plant.

35L 0018524171670 $299.90

METROSIDEROS 
UMBELLATA 

(Southern Rata)  Slow growing bushy shrub or small 
tree with dark green, shiny pointed leaves. Deep red-
crimson flowers in mid to late summer. Hardy and 
grows easily with good drainage.

12 0018524134392 $59.90

METROSIDEROUS 
UMBELLATA MOONLIGHT

Clusters of red flowers in mid summer. A dense form 
with striking variegated foliage. Prefers well drained 
soils. Suitable for coastal conditions. Protect from 
heavy frost.

0018524180092 $22.90

METROSIDEROUS 
UMBELLATA XMAS 
DREAM

A good flowering clone selected by Denis Hughes for 
its early age flowering at Christmas time. Prefers 
sunny well drained but moist garden. Protect from 
heavy frost.

2.5L 0018524245289 $44.90

MUEHLENBECKIA 
ASTONII

A coastal shrub with tangled wiry stems, and small 
round to heart-shaped dark green leaves that fall in 
winter. Very hardy, and can tolerate quite dry soil.

5 0018524154963 $21.90

MUEHLENBECKIA 
AXILLARIS

A tough NZ native groundcover forming a dense mat of 
foliage. Flowers through spring & summer. Suits a full 
sun, well-drained position. Tolerates dry poor soils 
once established. Hardy.

1.5L 0018524144117 $18.50

MYRSINE AUSTRALIS (Matipo) Excellent shrub for coastal or windy 
conditions. Orange - red branchlets with mottled 
leaves, especially in winter.

5

25L

0018524203784 $21.50

0018524226783 $219.90

MYRSINE DIVARICATA NZ native shrub which forms dense column of small 
rounded leathery leaves on tangled looking 
branches.Well drained sunny position or light 
shade.Can be trimmed .Very hardy.

5 0018524156028 $21.50

MYRSINE SALICINA Attractive foliage plant, suitable for specimen planting. 
Good well drained soil. Tolerates shade. Protect from 
frost when young

0018524210454 $44.90

MYRTUS BLACK BEAUTY Compact slow growing shrub. Young foliage turns dark 
when mature. Prefers full sun and moist soil conditions.

0018524144599

MYRTUS X RALPHII 
KATHRYN

Syn. Lophomyrtus x ralphii Kathryn. NZ native foliage 
shrub with oval leaves in deep red. Excellent for flower 
arranging. Protect from heavy frost.

5 0018524218504 $20.90

MYRTUS X RALPHII RED 
DRAGON

Syn. Lophomyrtus x ralphii Red Dragon. Outstanding 
variety with small pointed textured leaves. New growth 
brilliant red turning darker when mature and in colder 
climates. Great for picking.

5 0018524252218 $21.50

0018524144629 $46.90

OLEARIA 
AVICENNIAEFOLIA

A spreading much branched small tree. Flowers late 
summer. Tolerates dry conditions.

0018524210461 $21.90

OLEARIA DARTONII A hybrid of lineata and traversii this is a very hardy 
shrub with long thin silver grey leaves. Very tolerant of 
dry and coastal conditions. Prefers full sun or part 
shade.

5 0018524155380 $21.50
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OLEARIA HECTORI An erect, multi branching, Nz native shrub with reddish 
brown bark. Pale chartreuse green flowers appear on 
leafless branches in early spring. Pale green leaves 
appear as flowering progresses.Very hardy and useful 
for growing in dry and exposed areas.

5 0018524155403 $19.50

OLEARIA LINEATA Narrow leaves, upright, with a weeping form. Quick 
growing and hardy.Tolerates damp as well as dry soil, 
frost, wind and sun.

5 0018524155397 $19.90

OLEARIA MACRODONTA Shrub or small tree, leaves fragrant and coarsely 
toothed. Clusters of white flowers in June. Grows well 
in a variety of soils and climatic conditions. Hardy.

5 0018524213394 $19.90

OLEARIA MACRODONTA 
MINOR

Coarsely toothed leaves with musky fragrance. 
Characteristic daisy-like olearia flowers with yellow 
centres.

5 0018524252225 $21.50

OLEARIA ODORATA Erect, branching and divaricating shrub found in alpine 
scrub in eastern areas of lower South Island. Sweet 
scented 6mm flowers from December to February. 
Very hardy.

5 0018524144575 $19.90

OLEARIA OLEIFOLIA Very hardy medium sized compact shrub. White daisy-
like flowers in summer. Suitable for dry partially 
shaded conditions.

5 0018524163163 $17.90

OLEARIA PANICULATA 
KAIKOURA

Dark green leaves with wavy margins. Excellent for 
screening or as a hedge. Tolerates hard coastal 
conditions and cold winters. Must have excellent 
drainage

5

25L

0018524252232 $21.50

0018524213509 $169.90

OLEARIA TRAVERSII (Chatham Islands Ake Ake)  A  hardy, fast-growing 
native shrub with white daisy-like flowers. Excellent for 
exposed coastal areas.

5 0018524155373 $19.90

OZOTHAMUS 
VAUVILLIERSII

(Mountain Cottonwood) Covered in white flowers in 
summer. Hardy. Useful for growing in dry, exposed 
places.

5 0018524164269 $19.90

PACHYSTEGIA INSIGNIS (Marlborough Rock Daisy) A rare small shrub for an 
open garden position. Attractive thick leaves with an 
underfelt of white. White flowers. Suitable for extreme 
coastal conditions. Very hardy.

2.5L

2.5L

0018524143677 $20.90

0018524233897 $22.90

PACHYSTEGIA RUFA A rare, small Marlborough rock Daisy shrub with ruddy-
bronze felt underneath leaves, white daisy-like flowers 
with yellow centres. Suitable for open site with good 
drainage. Hardy.

2.5L 0018524221702 $20.90

PARAHEBE 
CATARRACTAE

Dwarf plant forming low spreading mounds, covered in 
white flowers summer and autumn. Very hardy, prefers 
full sun and well drained soil.

5 0018524250504 $19.50

PARAHEBE 
CATARRACTAE BABY 
BLUE

Compact dwarf NZ native with attractive bronzed 
leaves and masses of small blue flowers in spring and 
summer. Ideal for border or rockeries. Trim after 
flowering.

5 0018524221597 $17.50

PARAHEBE LYALLII 
LITTLE PINKIE

A dwarf New Zealand native with pretty pink flowers in 
Spring and Summer. Suits sunny or semi shaded, well-
drained site.

5 0018524250498 $19.50

PARAHEBE OLSENII Moderately tight habit with tiny glossy light green 
leaves. White flowers in summer. Moist rock garden 
species.

1.5L 0018524151696 $16.50

PENNANTIA CORYMBOSA (Kaikomako) N.Z. native shrub or small tree. Tangeled 
juvenile foliage. Main trunk appears late, adult leaves 
larger and dark green. Flowers small, fragrant and 
profuse, fruits black. Attractive to birds.

12

25L

0018524156042 $49.90

0018524199933 $189.90

PHORMIUIM TENAX PEPE Dwarf flax with narrow fresh green leaves and upright 
growth.Will grow in sun or part shade.Suitable for 
edging .Very hardy.

5 0018524252362
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PHORMIUM ALISON 
BLACKMAN

Leaves have olive-green centres with yellow stripes 
and a thin orange margin. Best grown in full sun or 
semi-shaded position with free draining soil.Protected 
by NZ PVR FLX004

5 0018524134033 $23.90

PHORMIUM BLACK RAGE A bold striking flax. The blue-black foliage makes a 
stunning contrast against green or silver foliage. Hardy

5 0018524151849 $21.50

PHORMIUM CHOCOLATE 
FINGERS

A dwarf growing flax with attractive bronze foliage. 
Ideal for group plantings for effect. Good rockery plant. 
Hardy.

5

2.3

0018524252324 $21.50

0018524187374 $21.90

PHORMIUM COOKIANUM (Mountain Flax) Foliage varies from erect to lax and 
drooping. Very hardy. Suitable for mass planting

5 0018524138031 $21.50

PHORMIUM COOKIANUM 
GREENSLEEVES

Attractive compact flax with slender, drooping mid 
green leaves.Tolerant of most soil & climatic conditions 
including coastal.

5 0018524187398 $21.90

PHORMIUM COOKIANUM 
NANA

Small growing flax, leaves weeping to ground level. 
Very hardy.

5 0018524146180 $21.50

PHORMIUM COOKIANUM 
PURPUREUM

(Purple Mountain flax) Purple brownish arching leaves. 
Very hardy. Ideal for mass planting and revegetation.

5 0018524151856 $21.50

PHORMIUM CREAM 
DELIGHT

Beautiful variegated flax with cream and green leaves 
and weeping habit of growth. Most attractive in raised 
bed or on bank where graceful form is shown off. Very 
hardy.

5 0018524151870 $21.50

PHORMIUM DUET Dwarf growing upright habit with lime green and yellow 
stripes. Prefers sunny  Hardy.

0018524152327 $21.50

PHORMIUM DUSKY CHIEF Vigorous ascending broad leaves ,drooping at 
tips.Dark chocolate brown turning blackish bronze.Very 
hardy.

5 0018524151887 $21.50

PHORMIUM EVENING 
GLOW

Bright red foliage with young leaves upright and older 
leaves arching over. Phormiums grow in any 
reasonable soil and will tolerate a wide range of 
conditions.

5 0018524120524 $21.90

PHORMIUM JACK 
SPRATT

Erect reddish brown leaves. Very compact growth 
habit. Excellent for rockeries and containers. Hardy.

5 0018524134040 $21.50

PHORMIUM JESTER A striking flax with distinctive arching leaves with bright 
green margins and a broad central band of candy pink. 
Sunny or partly shaded position. Free draining soil. 
Easily grown.

5 0018524120531 $21.50

PHORMIUM LICORICE 
AND LIME

 Good selection with upright habit. Leaves have a 
brown centre stripe with lime green edges.Prefers well 
drained sunny position. NZ PVR FLX040

5 0018524141017 $24.50

PHORMIUM PINK 
PANTHER

Narrow leaved variety with pinkish red foliage and 
delightful weeping habit.Good contrast plant. Very 
hardy.

0018524152310 $21.50

PHORMIUM PLATTS 
BLACK

Hardy, holds colour well, compact clump forming flax. 
Sun or part shade.

5 0018524152358 $21.50

PHORMIUM SURFER A delightful clumpy flax with narrow waved and twisted 
green leaves with dark stripe on edge. Excellent for 
rock gardens and containers. Very hardy.

2.3 0018524152372 $21.50

PHORMIUM TENAX A versatile plant of extreme vigour, with rich green 
foliage. Flowers attract birds. Very hardy in all 
conditions. Useful coastal shelter.

5 0018524120548 $21.50

PHORMIUM TENAX 
SUNDOWNER

Bright pink striped leaves, especially on new growth, 
fading to paler stripes on older leaves. Very hardy.

5 0018524152297 $21.50

PHORMIUM THUMBELINA A dwarf flax with very narrow purple-bronze leaves. 
Suitable for smaller gardens.

5 0018524241465 $21.50

PHORMIUM TOM THUMB This dwarf flax has narrow, bronze-green foliage 
margined with brown. Good for small gardens or 
massed plantings.

5 0018524129510 $21.90
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PHORMIUM YELLOW 
WAVE

Light green leaves with a broad central stripe of yellow. 
Strong growing plant of drooping habit. Most attractive 
alongside other shrubs. Hardy. Best colour in open.

0018524120555 $20.90

PIMELEA PROSTRATA  (NZ Daphne) A small NZ native ,sun loving ,ground 
cover plant .Also suitable for walls and rockeries. 
White flowers October to March. Very hardy

1.5L 0018524164283 $16.50

PIMELEA PROSTRATA 
ANITOKE BLUE

Hardy groundcover plant suitable for rock gardens or 
over walls. A selection with better blue colour than 
parent plant. Small clusters of white flowers in spring.

1.5L 0018524170499 $16.50

0018524244602 $22.90

PITTOSPORUM 
ANOMALUM

Divaricating small shrub with intertwining branches and 
small green leaves. Small yellow flowers, with delicious 
fragrance, are produced in spring. Very hardy.

5 0018524206570 $19.90

PITTOSPORUM 
CRASSIFOLIUM

(Karo) An erect compact small tree for coastal 
planting. Shiny green leaves with pale grey undersides. 
Responds well to trimming.

5 0018524213400 $21.50

PITTOSPORUM DALLII A rare pittosporum with deep green leathery, serrated 
leaves .It is the only pittosporum which has scented 
white flowers, but takes a few years to flower. Very 
hardy and tolerates dry conditions.

0018524213417 $20.90

PITTOSPORUM 
EUGENIOIDES 
VARIEGATUM

This NZ native tree has oblong glossy green leaves 
edged white and strongly scented lemon flowers in 
spring. Makes attractive garden shrub and can be 
trimmed.

12

40

0018524174138 $19.90

0018524252331 $47.90

0018524232739 $199.90

PITTOSPORUM 
EUGENOIDES

(Lemonwood, Tarata)  A fast growing small NZ native 
tree popular for shelter and hedging. Attractive light 
green foliage. Cluster of scented yellow flowers in 
spring.

40 0018524166546 $21.90

0018524155809 $149.90

0018524123525 $154.90

PITTOSPORUM 
EUGENOIDES 
TIDDLYWINKS

Dwarf form of NZ native Lemonwood. Has yellow-
green curly-edged leaves and fragrant cream flowers 
in spring. Can be trimmed .

12

ST

0018524212731 $47.90

0018524243001 $54.90

PITTOSPORUM GECKO (cross) A dwarf growing variety. An upright, compact 
habit with large soft green leaves. Prefers full sun or 
part shade with well drained soil. Ideal for formal pots 
or hedging. Propagated by Blueskin Nurseries.

2.5L 0018524253406 $23.50

PITTOSPORUM 
GOLDSTAR

A compact shrub with beautiful gold- green wavy 
foliage. Prefers well drained soil and a sunny spot. 
Ideal for clipping

0018524212663 $18.90

PITTOSPORUM 
MILLFIELD MINT

Pale green leaves with silver overtones on dark stems. 
This Pittosporum is ideal for hedges and screening. 
Fast growing and hardy.

25L 0018524134002 $109.90

PITTOSPORUM OLIVER 
TWIST

Oval bright green leaves slightly waved, and blackish 
stems. Versatile shrub suitable for screen. Fast 
growing. Hardy.

5 0018524242851 $19.90

PITTOSPORUM 
STEPHENS ISLAND

Dark green foliage, extremely hardy in coastal 
conditions. Pyramidal in shape with small scented 
flowers in late summer.

12 0018524143684 $21.90

0018524207966 $44.90

0018524156851 $47.90

PITTOSPORUM TEN. 
MARJORIE CHANNON

Compact shrub with dark stems, grey-green foliage & 
cream coloured margins. Scented, dark burgundy 
flowers begin to appear in summer. A hardy evergreen 
that is suitable for hedging and screen

0018524208338 $19.50

PITTOSPORUM 
TENUIFOLIUM

(Kohuhu) Lovely smaller native tree ideal for trimming 
into a hedge or as a specimen. Small light green 
leaves and scented flowers in summer. Slender 
pyramidal shape.

40 0018524221221 $134.90

PITTOSPORUM 
TENUIFOLIUM FRANKIES 
FOLLIE

Originating  in Nelson this selection has a compact, 
dwarf habit and fresh green leaves.Stays compact with 
little trimmimg.Prefers full sun. Hardy

1.5L

2L

0018524253444 $19.50

0018524127684 $19.50

PITTOSPORUM 
TENUIFOLIUM GOLDEN 
BALL

Eye catching golden colour compact, formal shrub. 
Prefers Well drained soils, but versatile. Trim regular 
to maintain compact habit.

0018524164764 $24.90
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PITTOSPORUM 
TENUIFOLIUM GOLF BALL

Attractive shrub with small green leaves .Grows into 
shape of "golf ball ".Suitable for pots or in garden 
where shape is important.Grows well in average 
garden soil and will withstand dry conditions when 
established.

0018524164771 $24.90

PITTOSPORUM 
TENUIFOLIUM LITTLE 
SQUIRT

Compact variety with tiny leaves which are light green 
turning lush bronze during autumn and winter. Ideal for 
containers or for borders.

2L

4L

0018524151689 $19.90

0018524252348 $23.90

PITTOSPORUM 
TENUIFOLIUM 
MOUNTAIN GREEN

Evergreen Native with small outward curving oval 
leaves, smooth and bright green, make this a very 
attractive shrub. Rapid grower suitable for hedging.

5 0018524180412 $21.90

PITTOSPORUM 
TENUIFOLIUM 
QUEENSTOWN

Hardy selection of Pittosporum found in 
Queenstown.Dark stems and compact habit.Can be 
used as hedge.

5 0018524237406 $21.90

PITTOSPORUM 
TENUIFOLIUM SILVER 
MAGIC

Rapid grower with erect habit and conspicuous 
blackish branchletsSmall pale green leaves with silvery 
white margins give the plantoverall silvery appearance, 
flushed pink during winter.

60L 0018524206365 $49.90

PITTOSPORUM 
TENUIFOLIUM 
SILVERBALL

Eye catching silver colour compact, formal shrub. 
Prefers Well drained soils, but versatile. Trim regular 
to maintain compact habit. Pvr

2.5L 0018524164795 $24.90

PITTOSPORUM 
TENUIFOLIUM 
TANDARRA GOLD

Attractive large shrub. Small golden-yellow leaves 
edged dark green. Hardy.

5 0018524124935 $19.50

PITTOSPORUM 
TENUIFOLIUM TASMAN 
RUFFLES

This pitto has jade-green leaves, with ruffled edges 
against black-red stems. Compact growth and low 
maintenance habit makes this pitto great for screening, 
hedging or as a specimen plant.

20l 0018524227254 $79.90

PITTOSPORUM 
TENUIFOLIUM WENDELL 
CHANNON

Neat variegated form with creamy-yellow margins. May 
be trimmed or pruned. Also makes an excellent tub 
plant.

12 0018524241212 $44.90

PITTOSPORUM 
TENUIFOLIUM 
WRINKLED BLUE

Wrinkled leaves and attractive blue-grey foliage. Ideal 
for hedging or screening. Hardy.

5

12

0018524143714 $21.90

0018524172400 $47.90

0018524203326 $49.90

PLAGIANTHUS 
DIVARICATUS

(Coastal Ribbonwood) N.Z. native shrub with rich 
copper leaves especially in winter. Neat tidy shrub 
which is great for low screens or colour contrast. Hardy.

0018524149129 $18.50

PLAGIANTHUS REGIUS (NZ Ribbonwood) (Syn. Plagianthus Betulinus) A rapid 
growing tree with leaves similar to a birch. Upright 
growth.Very hardy.

35L 0018524141185 $229.90

POA CITA (SILVER TUSSOCK) Densely tufted tussock grass 
forming clumps up to 70cm when in flower. Pale yellow-
buff in colour. Prefers poor, dry soil in open sunny site. 
Suits sea level to high country.

0018524134064 $11.50

PODOCARPUS HALLII (Hall's Totara) Very hardy, brownish green leaves with 
a more compact growing habit. Needs some moisture 
over summer.

5

25L

0018524156004 $21.50

0018524232746 $199.90

PODOCARPUS TOTARA (Totara) Handsome NZ native tree with attractive 
brown peeling bark when tree matures. Responds well 
to clipping and forms a dense hedge. Hardy to wind 
and cold. Extremely long-lived.

25L

25L

25L

35L

0018524155984 $22.90

0018524204132 $49.90

0018524143882 $169.90

0018524255769 $199.90

0018524145725 $249.90

0018524141291 $289.90

PODOCARPUS TOTARA 
AUREA

(Golden Totara)  A beautiful golden foliaged native 
makes a striking specimen tree or in a grouping. Can 
be kept compact by trimming for hedging. Hardy to 
wind and cold.

40 0018524232753 $199.90
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PODOCARPUS TOTARA 
MATAPOURI BLUE

Splendid totara ,bearing beautiful blue foliage.Needs 
light position and good fertile soil.Suitable as specimen 
tree .Can be trimmed .Very hardy.

0018524187480 $49.90

0018524153744 $219.90

PODOCARPUS TOTARA 
PENDULA

Green-gold needle-like foliage on pendulous branches. 
This tree usually has no central leader and can be 
wide spreading. Can be trimmed. Hardy but not 
drought tolerant.

25L 0018524198288 $21.90

0018524178983 $179.90

PODOCARPUS TOTARA 
YORKIE BLUE

A fine leaf selection with blue foliage. Bushy, upright 
habit. Needs open position with good fertile soil. 
Suitable as specimen tree .Can be trimmed .Very 
hardy.

0018524209618 $21.90

POLYSTICHUM 
SETIFERUM

(Soft Shield Fern ) Very popular, easy to grow fern 
which forms a low rosette of finely dissected fronds. 
Best in well-drained soil kept evenly moist. Ideal for 
pots or woodland garden settings.

1.5L 0018524223584 $25.90

POLYSTICHUM VESTITUM (Prickly Shield Fern)Long, dark green fronds, are 
almost prickly to touch and can reach up to 1.5m in 
length. Very hardy variety provided the soil remains 
moist and is better suited to a cold climate.

10CM

3.3

0018524223591 $17.90

0018524252447 $28.90

PRATIA COUNTY PARK Small- leafed, low growing species. Good ground 
cover, which bears profuse star-shaped flowers mid 
blue to purple, followed by small berries. Very frost 
hardy.

1.5L 0018524164290 $16.50

PSEUDOPANAX 
ARBOREUS

 (Five finger )Large glossy green leaves divided into 5 
or 7 leaflets. Handsome native shrub for most 
conditions. Prefers moist soils and woodland type 
conditions

8 0018524240932 $23.90

PSEUDOPANAX 
CRASSIFOLIUM

(LANCEWOOD) Juvenile stage at present could last 
up to 15 years, then develops round bushy head. 
Suitable for growing in pot. Very hardy. Grows in sun 
or shade.

6.5

25L

0018524124874 $28.90

0018524141031 $249.90

PSEUDOPANAX 
DISCOLOR RANGITIRA

Five lobed deep purplish-black leaves on a compact 
bush. This N.Z. native plant prefers shade.Needs 
protection from heavy frost.

8 0018524221566 $24.90

PSEUDOPANAX FEROX (Toothed Lancewood) NZ native plant with long narrow 
and very coarsely toothed leaves in its juvenile stage 
which can last 15 - 20 years. The adult small tree has 
round head and straight trunk. Very hardy.

6.5

25L

0018524128773 $28.90

0018524155823 $49.90

0018524127752 $239.90

PSEUDOPANAX FIDDLE 
STICKS

Long thin saw-toothed dark green and bronze leaves 
with rose pink undersides. New growth is creamy 
yellow. Needs protection from heavy frost

3.5 0018524247689 $29.90

PSEUDOPANAX LAETUS Attractive small tree with large, distinctive shiny broad 
leaves on reddish brown stems. Very wind resistant, 
fast growing, tolerant of shady or open positions. Also 
makes an excellent tub plant.

0018524211840 $47.90

PSEUDOPANAX 
LESSONII GOLD FINGER

Bright glistening golden shoots when young contrast 
with rich dark green mature foliage. Vigorous bushy 
habit. Ideal tub plant. Sun or shade.

3.3 0018524239318 $25.90

PSEUDOPANAX 
LESSONII PURPUREUS

Shining palmate purplish bronze foliage all year round. 
Very colourful. An attractive shrub for every garden.

8

8

0018524225922 $24.90

0018524190909 $129.90

PSEUDOWINTERA 
COLORATA

(Pepper Tree) Aromatic light olive-green to mottled 
green with dotted red and has red margins. Tolerates 
full sun to deep shade. Frost Hardy

5

25L

0018524136280 $24.90

0018524226776 $219.90

PSEUDOWINTERA 
COLORATA BURGUNDY 
DELIGHT

Aromatic green foliage turning lime green in spring & 
early summer, then variegated red & deep purple in 
winter. Hardy.

5 0018524253666 $24.90

PSEUDOWINTERA 
COLORATA BURGUNDY 
QUEEN

(Burgundy form of NZ Pepper Tree) Aromatic green 
foliage turning lime green in Spring and early Summer. 
In winter the foliage changes to shades ofburgundy / 
purple. Hardy.

6.5 0018524188357 $22.90
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PSEUDOWINTERA 
COLORATA LIME LIGHT

(Pepper Tree)  Lovely form of NZ Pepper Tree with 
lime green leaves, with some speckling. Tolerates full 
sun to shade.. Very hardy and tolerant of frost. Can be 
trimmed and suitable for pots.

9l 0018524236607 $52.90

PSEUDOWINTERA 
COLORATA RED 
LEOPARD

(Red Pepper Tree) Medium sized native shrub with 
red, aromatic leaves.  Grows best in woodland 
conditions.

2.5L 0018524125581 $29.90

RAOULIA HOOKERI Mat forming plant up to 60cm across, with small 
loosely packed grey leaves and tiny plae yellow 
flowers.Found from coast to sub alpine areas.Cold 
hardy.

1.5L 0018524151658 $16.50

RHOPALOSTYLIS SAPIDA (Nikau Palm)A striking native palm with arching fronds 
above a tall slender trunk. Slow growing, taking many 
years to flower. Tolerates light frosts only, and prefers 
rich, moist soil.

2.5L

18

18

0018524150705 $26.90

0018524176446 $119.90

0018524245753 $149.90

SCHEFFLERA DIGITATA (Pate)A small usually spreading tree, suitable for 
shady areas. Requires good drainage and protection 
from heavy frosts.

0018524208369 $19.50

SCLERANTHUS 
BIFLORUS

Bright green moss-like cushion plant. Best in well 
drained sunny site with some moisture. Hardy. Ideal for 
rock gardens.

1.5L 0018524144148 $16.50

SCLERANTHUS 
UNIFLORUS

A densely tufted cushion of moss-like foliage 100cm or 
more across with best coloration in sunny, drier, well 
drained site. A good rock or coastal garden plant.

1.5L 0018524127660 $16.50

SOPHORA DRAGONS 
GOLD

(Shrub Kowhai) Fine lacy foliage and bearing masses 
of golden flowers in late winter and early spring at an 
early age. Hardy.

6.5

8l

STD

STD

0018524122030 $23.90

0018524255318 $129.90

0018524223645 $169.90

0018524255301 $169.90

SOPHORA MICROPHYLLA (South Island Kowhai) Dense large shrub or small tree 
which goes through straggly juvenile stage for several 
years.Produces masses of yellow flowers in 
spring.Very hardy.

6.5

12

25L

35L

60L

0018524151917 $24.90

0018524187503 $49.90

0018524243841 $199.90

0018524172981 $259.90

0018524243803 $369.90

SOPHORA 
MICROPHYLLA 
LONGICARINATA

Kowhai -Distinct plant characterised by slender habit 
and smaller size. Very small leaflets and pale yellow 
flowers. Very graceful.

2.5L 0018524239325 $21.90

SOPHORA PROSTRATA (Prostrate Kowhai) Hardy shrub  with wiry tangled 
branches. Plant in well drained position. Yellow/orange 
flowers in spring.

1.5L

2L

3

0018524248181 $15.50

0018524243896 $23.90

0018524256032 $34.90

SOPHORA TETRAPTERA (North Island Kowhai) A large shrub or small tree with 
spreading or drooping branches. Yellow pea shaped 
flowers 4-5cm long.

35L 0018524138055 $23.90

0018524120562 $48.90

0018524141079 $259.90

TECOMANTHE SPECIOSA NZ.native climber from 3 Kings Island,rarely found in 
nature. Produces creamy yellow flowers,which are 
loved by tuis. Vigorous plant which prefers average soil 
in sun or part shade. Protect from heavy frost.

6.5 0018524251815 $26.90

UNCINIA EGMONTIANA A small bright reddish-brown grass native to New 
Zealand. Excellent for open, well-drained position.

1.5L 0018524120579 $16.90
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